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do you find yourself wandering through life wishing you knew all the
gifts god has given you so you can put them into practice wouldnt it be
great to have a specific guide to follow to activate something that
maybe you dont even know about yet perhaps you would like to know how to
be wealthy beyond measure always have perfect health possess timely
wisdom for all of lifes decisions have authority over when you die take
a journey through the bible with this simple yet profound read complete
with references for every verse when the word of god is believed and
acted upon in our lives it is life changing the insights by heather
bates in this book will help you learn how to make the word a personal
revelation and how to practically apply the word of god sam smucker lead
pastor worship center ne regional dir for rhema ministerial assoc intl
reading heathers book is like being told that you have a bank account
that you didnt know about its good news to learn about assets that you
have access to heather weaves her own story into a biblical list of good
things god promises for each of us youll be glad you picked the book up
barry wissler president of harvestnet intl heathers love for the lord
her husband and her family has always shown bright this book gives
insight into the source of all her love grace and faith carey bender
entrepreneur mentor an amazon best book of the year a multigenerational
family saga about the long lasting reverberations of one tragic summer
by a wonderful talent who should be read widely edward p jones in 1948 a
small stretch of the woodmont connecticut shoreline affectionately named
bagel beach has long been a summer destination for jewish families here
sisters ada vivie and bec assemble at their beloved family cottage with
children in tow and weekend only husbands who arrive each friday in time
for the sabbath meal during the weekdays freedom reigns ada the family
beauty relaxes and grows more playful unimpeded by her rule driven
religious husband vivie once terribly wronged by her sister is now the
family diplomat and an increasingly inventive chef unmarried bec finds
herself forced to choose between the family centric life she s always
known and a passion filled life with the married man with whom she s had
a secret years long affair but when a terrible accident occurs on the
sisters watch a summer of hope and self discovery transforms into a
lifetime of atonement and loss for members of this close knit clan seen
through the eyes of molly who was twelve years old when she witnessed
the accident this is the story of a tragedy and its aftermath of
expanding lives painfully collapsed can molly decades after the event
draw from her aunt bec s hard won wisdom and free herself from the
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burden that destroyed so many others elizabeth poliner is a masterful
storyteller a brilliant observer of human nature and in as close to us
as breathing she has created an unforgettable meditation on grief guilt
and the boundaries of identity and love winner 2020 association for the
study of food and society book award edited volume long before the
founding of the jamestown virginia colony and its starving time of 1609
1610 one of the most famous cannibalism narratives in north american
colonial history cannibalism played an important role in shaping the
human relationship to food hunger and moral outrage why did colonial
invaders go out of their way to accuse women of cannibalism what
challenges did spaniards face in trying to explain eucharist rites to
native peoples what roles did preconceived notions about non europeans
play in inflating accounts of cannibalism in christopher columbus s
reports as they moved through italian merchant circles asking questions
such as these and exploring what it meant to accuse someone of eating
people as well as how cannibalism rumors facilitated slavery and the
rise of empires to feast on us as their prey posits that it is
impossible to separate histories of cannibalism from the role food and
hunger have played in the colonization efforts that shaped our modern
world this is a gem of a book it should be read by all who care about
the role of the united states in the world graham wilson university of
wisconsin madison drugs as weapons against us meticulously details how a
group of opium trafficking families came to form an american oligarchy
and eventually achieved global dominance this oligarchy helped fund the
nazi regime and then saved thousands of nazis to work with the central
intelligence agency cia operations such as mk ultra pushed lsd and other
drugs on leftist leaders and left leaning populations at home and abroad
evidence supports that this oligarchy further led the united states into
its longest running wars in the ideal areas for opium crops while also
massively funding wars in areas of coca plant abundance for cocaine
production under the guise of a war on drugs that is actually the use of
drugs as a war on us drugs as weapons against us tells how scores of
undercover u s intelligence agents used drugs in the targeting of
leftist leaders from sds to the black panthers young lords latin kings
and the occupy movement it also tells how they particularly targeted
leftist musicians including john lennon jimi hendrix kurt cobain and
tupac shakur to promote drugs while later murdering them when they
started sobering up and taking on more leftist activism the book further
uncovers the evidence that intelligence agents dosed paul robeson with
lsd gave mick jagger his first hit of acid hooked janis joplin on
amphetamines as well as manipulating elvis presley eminem the wu tang
clan and others considers s 343 to designate u s 70 between new mexico
and texas part of the national system of interstate and defense highways
hearing was held in roswell n mex america is the ultimate start up
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venture and these are the heroes who made it happen the history of the
united states is to a remarkable degree the story of its entrepreneurs
those daring movers and shakers who dreamed big and risked everything to
build better lives for themselves and their fellow americans drawing on
his own family s remarkable journey duck commander ceo and star of the
blockbuster duck dynasty series willie robertson tells the captivating
true tale of the visionaries and doers who have embodied the american
dream we begin with the first american entrepreneurs the native
americans who established a highly sophisticated commercial network
across the land in the precolonial days the original founding father
george washington was also a founding entrepreneur at the head of a
thriving agribusiness venture that gave him the executive skills to
steer the nation through the darkest hours of the american revolution
then of course there were the mega entrepreneurs legendary figures like
astor vanderbilt carnegie and rockefeller who transformed america
connected the country with miles of railroad track and supplied the fuel
and steel that would help make america the most powerful nation on earth
and in recent years business visionaries like jobs gates and zuckerberg
not to mention the thousands of equally vital yet smaller scale
operators who spring up every year have ushered america into the twenty
first century american entrepreneur also relates the story of the
robertson family business telling how willie s family turned a humble
regional duck call manufacturer founded by his father phil into an
international powerhouse brand from a young age willie had the
entrepreneurial bug buying candy in bulk and hawking it on the school
bus he did special orders and earned a small fortune for a ten year old
until he was hauled into the principal s office and told to knock it off
so he transferred his focus to phil s fledgling business helping in
whatever way he could from folding endless numbers of cardboard boxes to
acting as the company s customer service department though he still wasn
t out of grade school willie helped build duck commander which he now
runs into a worldwide brand culminating in the mega success of the duck
dynasty television show american entrepreneur tells a most american tale
of those among us who through their vision ingenuity and good old
fashioned hard work made something that changed the world in 1973 henry
kissinger shared the nobel peace prize for the secret negotiations that
led to the agreement on ending the war and restoring peace in vietnam
nixon famously declared the 1973 agreement to be peace with honor
america was disengaging yet south vietnam still stood to fight its own
war kissinger promptly moved to seal up his personal records of the
negotiations arguing that they are private not government records and
that he will only allow them to be unsealed after his death no peace no
honor deploys extraordinary documentary bombshells including a complete
north vietnamese account of the secret talks to blow the lid off the
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true story of the peace process neither nixon and kissinger s critics
nor their defenders have guessed at the full truth the entire peace
negotiation was a sham nixon did not plan to exit vietnam but he knew
that in order to continue bombing without a congressional cutoff he
would need a fig leaf kissinger negotiated a deal that he and nixon
expected the north to violate ironically their long maintained spin on
what happened next is partially true only watergate stopped america from
sending the bombers back in this revelatory book has many other
surprises berman produces new evidence that finally proves a long
suspected connection between candidate nixon in 1968 and the south
vietnamese government he tells the full story of operation duck hook a
large scale offensive planned by nixon as early as 1969 that would have
widened the war even to the point of bombing civilian food supplies he
reveals transcripts of candidate george mcgovern s attempts to negotiate
his own october surprise for 1972 and a seriocomic plan by the cia to
overthrow south vietnam s president thieu even as late as 1975
throughout with page turning dialogue provided by official
transcriptions and notes berman reveals the step by step betrayal of
south vietnam that started with a short circuited negotiations loop and
ended with double talk false promises and outright abandonment berman
draws on hundreds of declassified documents including the notes of
kissinger s aides phone taps of the nixon campaign in 1968 and mcgovern
s own transcripts of his negotiations with north vietnam he has been
able to double and triple check north vietnamese accounts against
american notes of meetings as well as previously released bits of the
record he has interviewed many key players including high level south
vietnamese officials this definitive account forever and completely
rewrites the final chapter of the vietnam war henry kissinger s nobel
prize was won at the cost of america s honor
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do you find yourself wandering through life wishing you knew all the
gifts god has given you so you can put them into practice wouldnt it be
great to have a specific guide to follow to activate something that
maybe you dont even know about yet perhaps you would like to know how to
be wealthy beyond measure always have perfect health possess timely
wisdom for all of lifes decisions have authority over when you die take
a journey through the bible with this simple yet profound read complete
with references for every verse when the word of god is believed and
acted upon in our lives it is life changing the insights by heather
bates in this book will help you learn how to make the word a personal
revelation and how to practically apply the word of god sam smucker lead
pastor worship center ne regional dir for rhema ministerial assoc intl
reading heathers book is like being told that you have a bank account
that you didnt know about its good news to learn about assets that you
have access to heather weaves her own story into a biblical list of good
things god promises for each of us youll be glad you picked the book up
barry wissler president of harvestnet intl heathers love for the lord
her husband and her family has always shown bright this book gives
insight into the source of all her love grace and faith carey bender
entrepreneur mentor
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an amazon best book of the year a multigenerational family saga about
the long lasting reverberations of one tragic summer by a wonderful
talent who should be read widely edward p jones in 1948 a small stretch
of the woodmont connecticut shoreline affectionately named bagel beach
has long been a summer destination for jewish families here sisters ada
vivie and bec assemble at their beloved family cottage with children in
tow and weekend only husbands who arrive each friday in time for the
sabbath meal during the weekdays freedom reigns ada the family beauty
relaxes and grows more playful unimpeded by her rule driven religious
husband vivie once terribly wronged by her sister is now the family
diplomat and an increasingly inventive chef unmarried bec finds herself
forced to choose between the family centric life she s always known and
a passion filled life with the married man with whom she s had a secret
years long affair but when a terrible accident occurs on the sisters
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watch a summer of hope and self discovery transforms into a lifetime of
atonement and loss for members of this close knit clan seen through the
eyes of molly who was twelve years old when she witnessed the accident
this is the story of a tragedy and its aftermath of expanding lives
painfully collapsed can molly decades after the event draw from her aunt
bec s hard won wisdom and free herself from the burden that destroyed so
many others elizabeth poliner is a masterful storyteller a brilliant
observer of human nature and in as close to us as breathing she has
created an unforgettable meditation on grief guilt and the boundaries of
identity and love
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winner 2020 association for the study of food and society book award
edited volume long before the founding of the jamestown virginia colony
and its starving time of 1609 1610 one of the most famous cannibalism
narratives in north american colonial history cannibalism played an
important role in shaping the human relationship to food hunger and
moral outrage why did colonial invaders go out of their way to accuse
women of cannibalism what challenges did spaniards face in trying to
explain eucharist rites to native peoples what roles did preconceived
notions about non europeans play in inflating accounts of cannibalism in
christopher columbus s reports as they moved through italian merchant
circles asking questions such as these and exploring what it meant to
accuse someone of eating people as well as how cannibalism rumors
facilitated slavery and the rise of empires to feast on us as their prey
posits that it is impossible to separate histories of cannibalism from
the role food and hunger have played in the colonization efforts that
shaped our modern world
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this is a gem of a book it should be read by all who care about the role
of the united states in the world graham wilson university of wisconsin
madison
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drugs as weapons against us meticulously details how a group of opium
trafficking families came to form an american oligarchy and eventually
achieved global dominance this oligarchy helped fund the nazi regime and
then saved thousands of nazis to work with the central intelligence
agency cia operations such as mk ultra pushed lsd and other drugs on
leftist leaders and left leaning populations at home and abroad evidence
supports that this oligarchy further led the united states into its
longest running wars in the ideal areas for opium crops while also
massively funding wars in areas of coca plant abundance for cocaine
production under the guise of a war on drugs that is actually the use of
drugs as a war on us drugs as weapons against us tells how scores of
undercover u s intelligence agents used drugs in the targeting of
leftist leaders from sds to the black panthers young lords latin kings
and the occupy movement it also tells how they particularly targeted
leftist musicians including john lennon jimi hendrix kurt cobain and
tupac shakur to promote drugs while later murdering them when they
started sobering up and taking on more leftist activism the book further
uncovers the evidence that intelligence agents dosed paul robeson with
lsd gave mick jagger his first hit of acid hooked janis joplin on
amphetamines as well as manipulating elvis presley eminem the wu tang
clan and others
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considers s 343 to designate u s 70 between new mexico and texas part of
the national system of interstate and defense highways hearing was held
in roswell n mex
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america is the ultimate start up venture and these are the heroes who
made it happen the history of the united states is to a remarkable
degree the story of its entrepreneurs those daring movers and shakers
who dreamed big and risked everything to build better lives for
themselves and their fellow americans drawing on his own family s
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remarkable journey duck commander ceo and star of the blockbuster duck
dynasty series willie robertson tells the captivating true tale of the
visionaries and doers who have embodied the american dream we begin with
the first american entrepreneurs the native americans who established a
highly sophisticated commercial network across the land in the
precolonial days the original founding father george washington was also
a founding entrepreneur at the head of a thriving agribusiness venture
that gave him the executive skills to steer the nation through the
darkest hours of the american revolution then of course there were the
mega entrepreneurs legendary figures like astor vanderbilt carnegie and
rockefeller who transformed america connected the country with miles of
railroad track and supplied the fuel and steel that would help make
america the most powerful nation on earth and in recent years business
visionaries like jobs gates and zuckerberg not to mention the thousands
of equally vital yet smaller scale operators who spring up every year
have ushered america into the twenty first century american entrepreneur
also relates the story of the robertson family business telling how
willie s family turned a humble regional duck call manufacturer founded
by his father phil into an international powerhouse brand from a young
age willie had the entrepreneurial bug buying candy in bulk and hawking
it on the school bus he did special orders and earned a small fortune
for a ten year old until he was hauled into the principal s office and
told to knock it off so he transferred his focus to phil s fledgling
business helping in whatever way he could from folding endless numbers
of cardboard boxes to acting as the company s customer service
department though he still wasn t out of grade school willie helped
build duck commander which he now runs into a worldwide brand
culminating in the mega success of the duck dynasty television show
american entrepreneur tells a most american tale of those among us who
through their vision ingenuity and good old fashioned hard work made
something that changed the world

Nomination of Hon. Andrew Young as U.S.
Representative to U.N.
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in 1973 henry kissinger shared the nobel peace prize for the secret
negotiations that led to the agreement on ending the war and restoring
peace in vietnam nixon famously declared the 1973 agreement to be peace
with honor america was disengaging yet south vietnam still stood to
fight its own war kissinger promptly moved to seal up his personal
records of the negotiations arguing that they are private not government
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records and that he will only allow them to be unsealed after his death
no peace no honor deploys extraordinary documentary bombshells including
a complete north vietnamese account of the secret talks to blow the lid
off the true story of the peace process neither nixon and kissinger s
critics nor their defenders have guessed at the full truth the entire
peace negotiation was a sham nixon did not plan to exit vietnam but he
knew that in order to continue bombing without a congressional cutoff he
would need a fig leaf kissinger negotiated a deal that he and nixon
expected the north to violate ironically their long maintained spin on
what happened next is partially true only watergate stopped america from
sending the bombers back in this revelatory book has many other
surprises berman produces new evidence that finally proves a long
suspected connection between candidate nixon in 1968 and the south
vietnamese government he tells the full story of operation duck hook a
large scale offensive planned by nixon as early as 1969 that would have
widened the war even to the point of bombing civilian food supplies he
reveals transcripts of candidate george mcgovern s attempts to negotiate
his own october surprise for 1972 and a seriocomic plan by the cia to
overthrow south vietnam s president thieu even as late as 1975
throughout with page turning dialogue provided by official
transcriptions and notes berman reveals the step by step betrayal of
south vietnam that started with a short circuited negotiations loop and
ended with double talk false promises and outright abandonment berman
draws on hundreds of declassified documents including the notes of
kissinger s aides phone taps of the nixon campaign in 1968 and mcgovern
s own transcripts of his negotiations with north vietnam he has been
able to double and triple check north vietnamese accounts against
american notes of meetings as well as previously released bits of the
record he has interviewed many key players including high level south
vietnamese officials this definitive account forever and completely
rewrites the final chapter of the vietnam war henry kissinger s nobel
prize was won at the cost of america s honor
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